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This guide aims to provide an entry-level understanding 
of the term and what it means in the context of the data 
center market and global IT landscape. 

Along the way, we will be examining the emergence 
and evolution of hyperscale data centers, the challenges 
faced, and future directions.  
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Composed of the words hyper (extreme, excessive, or greater than usual) 
and scale (to change size), the term hyperscale doesn’t have an official 
dictionary definition – yet! Within a computing context, the term refers 
to the ability of a large network of computers (tens of thousands and 
more) to automatically respond to changing demand and assign jobs to 
processing, storage, and network resources as needed.

To put this into context, when the season 8 premiere of popular HBO 
series Game of Thrones aired, a staggering 17.4 million people tuned in 
to watch, 5.6 million of which were streaming online – 5.6 million devices 
simultaneously relied on a hyperscale network to deliver one hour of TV.1

These numbers were record-breaking for HBO and for video streaming in 
general and this all depended on a hyperscale computing infrastructure 
that could grow and shrink as people tuned in or out at different times. 

Put simply, hyperscale is the ability for a computing system to adapt in 
scale to the demands of a workload. It is this type of computing power 
and network scale that drives video streaming, social media, cloud 
computing, software platforms, and big-data storage. 

These workloads are only set to grow as the world we live in becomes 
more connected and more people and things use cloud services.

1 ‘Game of Thrones’ Season 8 Premiere Draws 17.4 Million Viewers, Sets Multi-Platform 
Record, Variety

Hyper - Prefix, excessive, greater than usual
Scale - Verb, to change in size or number 
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The hyperscale function does not exist in one data center but in a unified 
network of data centers and other elements. A hyperscale network can 
be thought of as a host of interconnected computers and has evolved to 
be fleets of data centers organized into highly connected, low-latency 
clusters, some next door to one another, others hundreds of miles apart, 
some at a multi-regional level, and others at a global level. 

Hyperscale data centers are built as an interconnected fleet as opposed to 
just one huge data center to spread risk. These large networks are housed 
across multiple sites to protect from factors such as natural disasters, 
power outages or security threats. Locating data centers in different 
regions and countries puts capabilities close to customers and addresses 
data security practices and regulations.

The way in which a hyperscale provider receives incoming traffic into 
its network of data centers is as important as how they process requests 
within the data center.

Hyperscale operators manage extended networks that interconnect their 
customers and data centers. Traffic is received at network edge sites, 
many of which are co-located with Internet service providers, co-location 
data centers and Internet exchanges. Traffic is routed by the hyperscale 
operator to a selected global cluster of data centers, often called a region.  
Within a region, there may be multiple discrete data centers, often 
grouped in availability zones.
  
The hyperscale operators may own the network connections, lease cables, 
fibers or wavelengths from a communication service provider or use 
tunneling protocols to make virtual connections over the public Internet.

What are the key  
characteristics of a      
hyperscale data center?

01

02

Physical Structure

Incoming Traffic

Hyperscale has shifted IT networks from on-premise computer rooms to 
huge fleets of data centers. There are three key characteristics that really 
help to define hyperscale: the physical structure, how incoming traffic is 
processed, and how software is used to automate different functions.



Made up of millions of servers, hyperscale computing networks are 
managed in an overlaid software environment, ready to receive requests 
and send them to the appropriate resource – this is known as software 
automation. 

Software automation encompasses provisioning and orchestration. 
Provisioning is the setting up of a server for use in the network but may 
also refer to the installation of the operating system and other system 
software. Orchestration is how the network manages and monitors its 
workload or server capacity and determines if any requests need to be 
rolled over to other servers to accommodate an increase in traffic. 

Interconnectivity has emerged as one of the most important 
considerations in network planning for hyperscale computing operators 
or hyperscalers . In the seven-layer OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) 
model of computer networking, bit transmission through various types of 
media sits at Layer 1. The passive network which underpins the 7 layer OSI 
model is the cabling and connectivity referred to as Layer 0 - or the PHY 
in the TCP/IP model. Layer 0 is of paramount importance for hyperscale 
(or indeed any Internet protocol) to operate as it is the key to ensuring 
consistent, reliable, fast communication between network devices.

03 Software Automation
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Hyperscale and colocation providers enjoy a symbiotic relationship. 
Hyperscale providers have become the largest customers of many retail 
colocation and wholesale colocation data centers, with many colocation 
providers modifying their business models to host hyperscale operations 
and provide connectivity for enterprise tenants to hyperscale services. 

As of the end of 2018, there were 430 data centers operated by 
hyperscalers with an additional 132 already in the pipeline for the next few 
years2, compared to colocation data centers of which there are  
around 4500.3

 
Although hyperscale data centers represent less than 10% of the number 
of total data centers, they represent a disproportionate share of investment 
in the data center market. In 2019 worldwide spending on data centers 
is expected to hit $204 billion, in 2018 alone, Amazon, Apple, Google, 
Facebook, and Microsoft spent $120 billion4, more than 50% of total data 
center CapEx. The average outlay for each hyperscaler is expected to grow 
more than 20% annually for the next few years, with the expectation that 
the return from people and businesses buying public-cloud services will 
reach $277 billion by 2021, a 20% year-on-year growth. 

Comparison to Other 
Types of Data Center

2 Synergy: Number of Hyperscale 
Data Centers reached 430 in 2018, 
DatacenterDynamics

3 Data Center Map

4 Data Center Spending To Decline 
In 2019: 5 Reasons Behind The 
Fall, CRN
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Colocation data centers consist of one data center owner selling space, 
power and cooling to multiple enterprise and hyperscale customers in a 
specific location. 

Wholesale colocation data centers consist of one owner selling space, power 
and cooling to enterprise and hyperscale like a standard colocation. In these 
instances, interconnection is not really a requirement. These facilities are 
used by hyperscalers or large companies to hold their IT infrastructure.

An enterprise data center is a facility owned and operated by the company it 
supports and is generally built on site but can be off-site in certain cases also. 

A telecom data center is a facility owned and operated by a Telecommunications 
or Service Provider company such as BT, AT&T or Verizon. These types of data 
centers require very high connectivity and are mainly responsible for driving 
content delivery, mobile services, and cloud services.

Retail Colocation Data Center

Wholesale Colocation Data Center

Enterprise Data Center

Telecom Data Center
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 – A hyperscale  data center is leased (or, in some cases, owned) and 
operated by the company it supports (this includes companies such as 
AWS, Microsoft, and Google)

 – They offer robust, scalable applications and storage portfolio of services 
to individuals or businesses

 – Hyperscale computing is necessary for cloud and big data storage

 – At least 10,000sq ft. in size

 – There are usually more than 50,000 computing and storage servers in 
a typical hyperscale data center, linked with an ultra-high-speed, high 
fiber count network

 – There are 250,000 switch ports in the computing fabric of an average 
hyperscale data center

Hyperscale 
Data Center

Dominant in cloud services and social media AWS, Microsoft Azure, 
Google, Facebook, and Alibaba will outlay between $200 million and 
$800 million per new data center build. It is estimated that they each have 
at least 50,000 servers per data center, totaling about 15 million servers 
between them. In 2017 alone it was estimated that Amazon, Microsoft, 
Google, Apple, and Facebook had a collective data center capital 
expenditure of $50 billion.5

Big hyperscale cloud providers include Oracle, IBM, and Apple, Software as 
a Service (SaaS) providers such as SAP, Salesforce, social media giants like 
LinkedIn and Twitter, and platforms such as Uber, PayPal, and eBay. They 
have an estimated 10,000 servers per data center and half a million servers 
each, with an estimated amalgamated spend of $25 billion.

Tiers of 
Hyperscaler
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5 Hyper-Scale Data Center Spend Was Up 20 Percent in 2017, Analysts Say, Data Center Knowledge
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AWS have been pioneers in the hyperscale field, opening the first 
hyperscale data center based on Jeff Bezos’s (CEO of Amazon) vision to 
transform Amazon from a retail business into a technology powerhouse 
that also happens to also offer retail services. It has always been about 
scale but also about serving the customer better, faster and cheaper, 
whether they’re buying the latest bestselling novel or purchasing AWS 
cloud computing services.  

In the late 90s, Amazon looked to offer its own e-commerce functionality 
to large retailers, quickly realizing that, although the idea was sound, the 
software itself would require development. Amazon started hiring people 
from Microsoft and IBM to expand its technological capabilities to achieve 
its aim to be the frontrunner in cloud computing services. The fact that 
Amazon itself had become very good at fulfilling and shipping orders as 
well as running its own compute, storage and database services meant 
they found that they were now highly skilled at running reliable, scalable 
cost-effective data centers outside of their own commercial need. 

From the first hyperscale data center in 2006 to date, AWS now offer 165 
fully-featured cloud computing services, varying from hiring a web server 
or supercomputer, to AI, voice processors, and large-scale media streaming 
servers. This is available across 69 availability zones within 22 geographic 
regions with 9 new availability zones and 22 new regions announced. 

Today, it is estimated that a third of all Internet users 
visit an AWS-hosted site daily.6

6 One-Third of Internet Users Visit an Amazon Web Services Cloud Site Daily, The Inquirer

Tier 1

Tiers of 
Hyperscaler
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From Microsoft Azure to LinkedIn, Bing to Skype, Xbox Live to 
Office365 and cloud-based business software, Microsoft have a rich 
and varied need for hyperscale capacity and has evolved drastically 
from its first data centre build in 1989, to the emergence of online 
services through MSN in 1994, all the way through to the launch of 
Microsoft Azure in 2010. 

Today the Azure platform has been built across 
54 regions, making it available in 140 countries, 
with up to 1.6 Pb/s of bandwidth available 
across any of these regions.7

LinkedIn has been part of the Microsoft family since 2016 and has 
since announced that it will begin to transfer workloads over to 
Azure over the next few years. 

Facebook’s initial foray into building data centers came as a result 
of its need to manage the complex demands of its Facebook, 
WhatsApp, Instagram and Messenger platforms.

To date, there are 2.7 billion active users across 
all of these platforms. 

With 15 data center campuses around the globe currently, 
Facebook’s vast numbers of servers and storage work together 
seamlessly to deliver each Facebook profile and page. Every user’s 
unique home page typically requires hundreds of servers, processing 
tens of thousands of individual pieces of data, ensuring newsfeeds, 
conversations, likes, comments, and advertising are presented 
whenever a user logs in, with the requested information delivered in 
less than one second. 

As it creates its huge global network, Facebook is helping change 
the way data centers are built and the equipment that fills them. 
Facebook shares its data center and IT design innovations publicly 
through the Open Compute Project (OCP), which it helped found in 
2011. The Open Compute Project’s mission is to design and enable 
the delivery of the most efficient server, storage and data center 
hardware designs for scalable computing. 

7Microsoft Azure Global Infrastructure
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What Makes 
Hyperscale, 
Hyperscale?

Hyperscalers drive technological advancement. The technology behind 
hyperscale data centers is a step above that of others. Advances made in 
network bandwidth, server chip speed and power efficiency mean the 
typical equipment technology lifetime is just 42 months.

Hyperscale data centers will represent 53% of all 
installed data center servers by 2021.8

Enterprise data center halls must have plenty of cooling to keep servers 
running at the correct temperature. Servers in these halls are designed 
for general use by many customers in different situations. By contrast, 
hyperscalers control the complete thermal environment including hall 
layout, direction of airflow, server internal design and chip selection. They 
can go directly to chip manufacturers and ask for a chip that works at a 
higher temperature or buy a chip designer outright! 

More and more frequently, hyperscalers are taking 
control and disaggregating supply chains.

Technology

12

To meet rapidly growing demand, hyperscale data centers are designed 
with extreme scalability, apparent in the versatility of the physical 
connectivity itself. 

Enterprise data centers will traditionally fill a hall with 350 empty cabinets 
that they then fill with servers over time. Servers are installed one at a 
time.

In hyperscale data centers, pre-configured server and switch cabinets 
are bought as a whole unit as opposed to individual servers – the unit of 
measure is a full rack. Scalability also applies to the ability of a hyperscale 
network to grow globally with new data centers being built at an ever-
increasing rate to expand availability zones.

Scalability

8 Cisco Global Cloud Index: Forecast and Methodology, 2016–2021 White Paper
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Power is the largest operational expense for most data centers and 
reducing power costs is often high on the agenda. With an average of 
20-50 megawatts (MW) per data center and 10-25 kilowatts (KW) per rack, 
power consumption in hyperscale data centers is on another level.

Globally, data centers consume around 3% of the 
total energy generated worldwide9 with hyperscale 
data centers accounting for 20% of the world’s data-
center electricity usage, growing to 50% by 2020.

One of the world’s largest data centers, Microsoft’s 700,000 sq. ft. data 
center in Chicago, Illinois has the capacity to consume 198MW of power.10 
To put that into context, in the US, 1MW of electricity would be enough 
to power an average of 750 homes11, theoretically, this data center could 
pull an amount of power similar to that of 150,000 homes. In some cases, 
hyperscale operators are purchasing every single kilowatt of power 
generated from new renewable energy sources to support the power 
needs of their data centers. 

Hyperscale data centers, while using lots of power, are far more efficient 
than if businesses scaled their own networks and servers on-site. The 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory estimates that moving 80 percent 
of servers in the U.S. over to optimized hyperscale facilities would cut 
energy usage by roughly 25%.12 While many would think that large 
hyperscale data centers are an excessive drain on electricity, the opposite is 
in fact true.

Power Consumption

9 Why Energy Is A Big And Rapidly Growing Problem For Data Centers, Forbes
10 World’s Top Data Centers
11 Megawhat?, Boise Weekly
12 How to Stop Data Centres from Gobbling Up the World’s Electricity, Nature

For small and medium business enterprises, if a server fails, the impact to 
the business is often immediate. In the event of a faulty server, or any other 
hardware, within a hyperscale data center, overlaid management software 
automatically transfers workloads to other available equipment, ensuring 
continuity and uptime. It is only when enough servers in one area need to 
be repaired or replaced that crash carts are brought in.

Ideally, hyperscale networks should require as little maintenance as possible 
once operational, only being physically touched to repair or replace. 
Despite the large size of a hyperscale data center, on-site staffing tends to 
be very low. The average repair time of a server used to be an hour - it is 
now 2 minutes or less with an average ratio of 25,000 servers per support 
technician per shift.

Maintenance
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13 Cisco Global Cloud Index: Forecast and Methodology, 2016–2021 White Paper

Traditional enterprise networks are based on a three-tier architecture that 
is built on a hierarchy of a core, aggregation, and access. As data flows 
escalate and applications become increasingly time-sensitive, this three-tier 
architecture is becoming more and more problematic as data flows vary 
depending on where the source and destination devices reside in a network. 
In some cases, data may only have to flow up one level to the distribution 
layer to reach a destination. In others, the flow may have to reach all the way 
up to the core, then back down the stack, making the data flow inefficient. 

Advancements in connectivity combined with software automation are 
causing network architects to reimagine how efficiency in a network can be 
improved end-to-end. 

If we cast our minds back a couple of decades, the strength of a network 
relied more on computers than the network itself. Conducting a simple 
search on Yahoo! in the 90s would take what would now be considered 
an unthinkably long time due to limited bandwidth. Nowadays, tens of 
thousands of searches are conducted every second across all manner of text, 
images, videos, shopping, and real-time navigational maps whilst promoted 
search items and adverts are simultaneously displayed in line with your search 
request, all within a fraction of a second. 

All the above is made possible by leaf-spine architecture. The primary benefit 
of a leaf-spine architecture is that it allows connection across very large 
numbers of servers. Data flows within a leaf-spine fabric take the same 
number of hops on the network regardless of the source and destination 
meaning that all devices are equally well-connected with the same time delay 
or latency for all possible paths. 

90% of all hyperscale traffic happens within the data 
center.13

This is known as East-West traffic because it travels across the data center as 
opposed to in and out (North–South traffic). North-South traffic is commonly 
a user request coming into the data center, whereas East-West traffic is the 
amalgamation of information and internal processing behind the request. 
Think about the processes involved in building a Facebook page.

Leaf-spine architecture works particularly well in hyperscale facilities 
when using distributed server architectures where resources for a specific 
application or service are scattered across multiple servers. This topology 
minimizes latency, jitter, and workload bottlenecks and does not block any 
traffic, even when all servers are communicating that full bandwidth.

Architecture
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Traditional 3 Tier Design

Typical Multi-tier Leaf-Spine Architecture

Access
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Servers
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The volume of fiber in data centers is ever-increasing as demand for more 
bandwidth and cloud services grows. Today’s hyperscale data centers rely 
on fiber to handle their external and internal traffic with high fiber counts 
being critical within these facilities due to the amount of data stored 
and processed. 

Connections between data center buildings require capacity that can 
support a large amount of data however duct space between different 
locations is limited – high fiber count cables maximize the fiber density in 
existing ducts. There are over 10,000 optical fibers in external connections 
to nearby data centers. With space at a premium within hyperscale data 
centers, ultra-high fiber count cables are preferred with fiber counts of up 
to 6912 available today and higher fiber count cables on the horizon. 

The sheer volume of cable used in hyperscale data centers is also a 
distinguishing factor, averaging at 12,000 miles of optical fiber. Microsoft’s 
Chicago data center contains over 24,000 miles of network cable14- nearly 
enough to go around the entire planet. 

It is estimated that there is enough fiber in 
Microsoft’s data centers to go to the moon and back, 
3 times.

Connector Density 
and Fiber Count

Hyperscale utilization and service level expectations are far higher than 
those of customers and end-users, including both uptime and load 
times. Hyperscalers receive work then automatically assign it available 
resources, using provisioning (setting up the server ready for use) and 
orchestration (managing and assigning workload). 

These workloads include not only relatively simple websites that attract 
high traffic volumes but workloads such as 3D rendering, genome 
processing, cryptography and other technical or scientific computing 
tasks that are more effectively and efficiently processed by specialized 
processors or system configurations. Physical servers are running half 
a dozen jobs under hypervisor control, driving network usage and 
ultimately filling dead space in computing.

Workloads

14 How Hyperscale Data Centers 
Evolve the Future of IT
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Each hyperscaler has evolved according to its own commercial drivers 
whether that be cloud computing, social media, software or content. 
Companies such as AWS, Microsoft, Google, and Facebook have been the 
leaders, driving the definition and evolution of the hyperscale movement.
IT networks have moved from enterprise to hyperscale, from an office 
server room to an interconnected data center fleet15:

Evolution of 
Hyperscale 
Data Centers

Enterprise Hyperscale

Data Quality Directional Foundational

Data Access Pull Push

Supply Chain Process Strategic

Budget Fixed Rates

Architecture Silos Integrated

Application Integration Loose Tight

Infrastructure Overhead Enabler

Locality Regional Global

Hardware Brand Commodity

Deployment Manual Automated

Availability Infrastructure Service

Reliability Hardware Software

Security Audit Intrinsic

Design Primary/Backup Active/Active

Deployment Time Weeks Minutes

System Admin UI API

17

15 Enterprise scale vs. Cloud 
scale, Cloud-Scale Datacenters, 
Microsoft



Hyperscale has reshaped business, commerce, and society through the delivery 
and availability of IT services and the future of hyperscale can be divided into 
two categories: technological and commercial.

Where 
Next for 
Hyperscalers?

Where next for Hyperscalers?
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Hyperscalers need to keep their eye on the speed of innovation and growth of deployment of new 
technologies. With the emergence of artificial intelligence, 5G, Internet of Things (IoT), augmented reality, 
and autonomous vehicles, the demand for data is set to grow steadily then take off fast. 

All these applications will drive the need for more data, faster, simultaneously ensuring real-world 
suitability whether through personal safety in the case of autonomous vehicles, or user experience for 
augmented reality. 

This growth in data consumption is evident if we simply examine the growth that has occurred in the past 
year. A lot can happen on the Internet in a minute: 16

Technological

The ability for hyperscalers to be globally available and offer low-latency connections in any country is of 
critical importance. Hyperscale data center fleets are already racing to grow their footprints in Europe, 
Asia-Pacific and North America, with the focus now turning on establishing stronger footprints in South-
America, the Middle East, and Africa. 

This brings with it the need for higher levels of fiber connectivity, and a stronger global circulation of 
subsea cables, cable landing stations, exchange nodes, and emerging edge data centers. This will all 
translate to higher fiber counts running into and out of the data center.

Connectivity

3.7 Millon
Search Queries

3.8 Millon
Search Queries

266,000
Hours Watched

Hours Watched

694,444 

174,000
Scrolling Instagram

Scrolling Instagram

347,222

$862,823
Spent online

$996,956
Spent online

481,000
Tweets Sent

875,000
Tweets Sent

67
Voice-First Devices 
Shipped

180
Smart Speaker 
Shipped

16 This is What Happens in a Minute on the Internet, World Economic Forum
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NRZ Vs PAM4

Speed
The exact future roadmap of speeds in hyperscale data centers is uncertain 
but the evolution has been steady, from the early days of 100Mb/s to 1Gb/s 
to speeds of 10Gb/s, 40Gb/s, 100Gb/s, and even the recent migration to 
200Gb/s and subsequently 400Gb/s. With this roadmap, it is very likely that 
network speeds will advance to 800Gb/s and 1.6Tb/s in future.

100Gb/s is a common speed within hyperscale data centers today and can 
be achieved via 4 x 25Gb/s channels, be that fiber pairs or wavelengths, 
using QSFP (Quad Small Form Pluggable) optical transceivers. The 
heartbeat of the data center is running at 25Gb/s, including intra-data 
center links.
 
In terms of achieving 400Gb/s, there are numerous ways to do so in 
multi-source agreements: 4 x 100Gb/s, 8 x 50Gb/s, 16 x 25Gb/s, and so on. 
However, another method of achieving these speeds is emerging: PAM4. 
Moving away from the traditional Non-Return to Zero (NRZ) transmission 
mechanism, Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) essentially allows more 
bits to be transmitted in the same amount of time on a serial channel. 

Packing more data into the same timeframe is achieved using different 
signaling levels, multi-level signaling (MLS) or pulse amplitude modulation 
(PAM). NRZ itself is a two-level MLS or PAM-2 system but PAM-4 has 
four distinct levels to encode two bits of data, essentially doubling the 
bandwidth of a connection.

As with a lot of aspects of network connectivity, there are multiple ways 
of finding a solution. Who does it best and at the lowest cost remains to 
be seen and we don’t know exactly which configurations will be at the 
forefront. What we do know is that the need for more information to be 
transmitted by the second will only continue to grow.
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Using quantum computing means bits can simultaneously exist in different 
states, enabling you to make them interact with one another on a much 
richer level, with the outcome of many more possibilities of state that 
come out of a simple interaction rather than simply binary. The power of 
quantum computing means complex problems can be solved and analysis 
can be done on a much larger scale than ever previously imagined. 
Quantum computers could mean breakthroughs in the fields of science, 
medicine, finance, and engineering, to name but a few. 

As hardware has improved over the years, people have used more 
feature-rich applications. Personal computers went from being driven 
by command lines to GUIs, and the World Wide Web went from being a 
very rudimentary web browser to the Internet as we know it today. Over 
the years, applications and hardware have grown together supported by 
network connectivity with this to continue as we move on to quantum 
computing and beyond. 

Quantum computing and the data involved has the 
potential to transform the hyperscale landscape.

Google has already claimed to have achieved “quantum supremacy” 
for the first time, reporting that their experimental Sycamore quantum 
processor has completed a calculation that would take a traditional 
supercomputer 10,000 years in just 200 seconds.19

Quantum computing is the area of study focused on developing computer 
technology based on the principles of quantum theory, which explains 
the nature and behavior of energy and matter on the quantum (atomic 
and subatomic) level.17 While current computers manipulate individual 
bits, which store information as binary 0 and 1 states, quantum computers 
leverage quantum mechanical phenomena to manipulate information. 
To do this, they rely on quantum bits or qubits.”18 

Quantum Computing

17 Quantum Computing, TechTarget
18 What is Quantum Computing?, IBM
19 Google Quantum Computer Leaves Old-School Supercomputers in the Dust, CNET
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Commercial
As data center revenue grows and the demand for data increases, the 
expansion of the hyperscale data center infrastructure will continue. With 
that, commercial drivers, as always, will focus largely on speed and efficiency. 

Demand for Data
According to a prediction published on the Gartner Blog Network, 80% of 
enterprises will upgrade their traditional data centers by 2025 as hyperscale 
data centers rapidly become the norm.20 

Technology giant Cisco estimates that cloud data 
center traffic will account for 95% of all data center 
traffic by 2021, compared to 88% in 2016.21

The hyperscale sector will continue to grow as the amount of data being 
generated rises, needing to be stored and processed. The emergence of 5G 
(fifth-generation cellular network technology) and the increase in connected 
devices as part of the Internet of Things (IoT) will mean that multiple, smaller 
data centers, known as “edge” data centers, will need to be built to extend 
the edge of the network to deliver cloud computing resources and cached 
streaming content to local end-users. It’s easy to assume that this move 
to edge computing will reverse the hyperscale trend but all of this data is 
eventually fed back to the cloud for analysis when latency isn’t an issue. 

The demand for data will continue to outstrip the rate at which we build 
data centers. The Jevons paradox encapsulates this idea. In economics, the 
Jevons paradox occurs when technological progress or government policy 
increases the efficiency with which a resource is used (reducing the amount 
necessary for any one use), but the rate of consumption of that resource 
actually rises due to increased availability allowing higher demand. This 
premise can be applied to data centers to convey the same point. 

5G will reduce latency between the connected device and the edge data 
center but making this process more efficient doesn’t mean less data is used, 
it will actually mean more is used as it’s easier to obtain thus perpetuating 
the need for hyperscale data centers.
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20 The Data Center is Dead, 
Gartner Blog Network

21 Cisco Global Cloud Index: 
Forecast and Methodology, 
2016–2021 White Paper
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Everything as a Service
Everything as a service (XaaS) encompasses SaaS, PaaS, and Iaas, the three main types of 
cloud computing.

SaaS: Software-as-a-Service - software that’s available via a third-party over the Internet. 

PaaS: Platform-as-a-Service - hardware and software tools available over the Internet.

IaaS:  Infrastructure-as-a-Service - cloud-based services, pay-as-you-go for services such as storage, 
networking, and virtualization.

XaaS plays a huge part in cloud computing and in hyperscale data centers. This trend is set to 
continue as businesses move from a CapEx model to a subscription-based one with more and more 
in-house processes and services are being phased out in favor of outsourcing. 

While XaaS as a whole is set to flourish, it is doubtful that there will be many more IaaS providers 
emerging as aspiring providers can buy space from established services such as AWS at a cheaper 
price than they can build their own – a very attractive prospect when faced with the daunting 
amount of resource and funds needed to carve out even a small market share. Instead, more SaaS 
providers will start to emerge and join the ranks of the above.



The Internet of Things 
and Edge Computing

One of the more notable trends in terms of technological advancement is 
the emergence and expansion of the Internet of Things (IoT). This refers to 
the interconnection of computing devices embedded in everyday objects, 
enabling them to send and receive data. As more and more devices are 
developed, the data generated and required to connect and interconnect 
these devices will develop accordingly. From smart home gadgets and 
wearable technology to automated vehicles and big data analysis in 
healthcare, IoT is ever-expanding, becoming an ever more crucial part of 
everyday life, making the reliability and performance of these devices and 
the networks that support them more important than ever.

Underpinning IoT is edge computing. Edge computing centers around 
the principle of bringing computing as close to the source of data as 
possible in order to reduce latency and bandwidth use. Put simply, edge 
computing takes processes that would ordinarily take place in the cloud 
and moves them to more local places such as a user’s computer, an IoT 
device, or an edge server. By moving these processes to the network’s 
edge, communication between a client and server happens over shorter 
distances thus reducing latency and bandwidth use.

A good example of this would be an autonomous car with hundreds of 
sensors programmed to continuously gather data while the car is 
in motion. 

According to Dell, connected vehicles will generate 
$150 billion in annual revenue, grow to 100 million 
vehicles globally, and as a result transmit over 100 
petabytes of data to the cloud per month by 2025, 
requiring 10 exabytes per month, approximately 
10,000 times larger than the present volume.22

While IoT and edge computing are still in their infancy, there is no doubt 
that they will continue to grow, generating, processing and demanding 
more data than ever before.
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22 Expanding Human-Machine Partnerships Through Connected Cars, AI, and IoT, DellEMC
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Arguably the biggest challenge for hyperscalers is continuity and, by 
association, reliability. 

According to Business Insider, a single minute of 
downtime for an enterprise data center costs the 
business almost $9,00023  

New findings generated by a survey from Uptime Institute revealed that 
over 10% of all respondents said their most recent reportable outage 
cost them more than $1m in direct and indirect costs.24 On March 13th, 
2019, Facebook suffered its worst-ever outage, affecting the estimated 
2.7 billion users of its core social network, Instagram and messaging 
applications, Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp. By extrapolating the 
company’s 2018 revenue figures, CCN estimated that the blackout could 
have cost Facebook up to $90 million in lost revenue based on an income 
of $106,700 per minute.25 With so many businesses relying on hyperscale 
data centers to provide the IT backbone to their operations, any downtime 
can have a substantial impact and sometimes catastrophic ramifications.

So how do hyperscalers ensure the uptime of millions of servers? Resiliency 
and redundancy provide a safety net, offering a back-up plan in the event 
of outages, preventing a disruption in service. Power is backed up with 
two or more power deliveries into the facility and distributed redundancy 
is also key with data replicated in two or more zones. All zones are 
separate from one another meaning the data is unaffected by common 
disaster.

Continuity

In their pursuit to connect the unconnected, create more storage for data, achieve higher bandwidth, 
and faster transmission speeds - hyperscale, colocation and enterprise data centers are united, yet the 
challenges hyperscale networks face are entirely unique.

23 What 1 Minute of Unplanned Downtime Costs Major Industries, Business Insider
24 2019 Data Center Industry Survey, Uptime Institute 
25 Facebook’s Catastrophic Blackout Could Cost $90 Million in Lost Revenue, CNN
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Security

Global Availability

Another challenge facing hyperscale data centers is security and, 
as a result, customer confidence. Data breaches and other cyber-
attacks are a growing threat for businesses, making security one of 
the main considerations when selecting a data center provider. From 
the geographical location of a data center and security systems such 
as biometric identification, physical security and compliance provide 
the first line of defense against potentially costly threats. In the data 
hall, virtual security measures such as heavy data encryption, log 
auditing and access dependent on clearance levels are utilized to 
protect against both internal and external attacks. In hyperscale data 
centers, all activity is monitored with any anomalies or attempts to 
compromise communications reported. Servers are virtualized and 
workloads are managed without reference to specific hardware and 
mapped at the last moment. 

Globally, the impact of a data breach on an 
organization averages at $3.86 million, with 
the US holding the largest average cost of $7.9 
million.26  

Customer confidence is of huge importance to hyperscalers as they 
aim to convince customers that their confidential data, and the data 
of their customers, is in safe hands. Data breaches have more than 
just a financial impact, a security attack creates a lack of consumer 
trust, damaging the hyperscale provider’s image, integrity, and 
reliability. 

Long-term growth often requires physical network expansion, this 
can be achieved by building up or building out. Building out means 
acquiring or leasing land for future builds, often where development 
sites are limited. To ensure low-latency in densely populated areas 
where land is either extremely expensive or non-existent, the only 
option is to build up, adding floors to a new or pre-existing building. 

Hyperscalers need suppliers with a global 
presence as they need to be serviced 
everywhere, consistently. 

Decisions may be made regionally and even globally, but installation 
has to take place worldwide meaning expert, local support is 
needed in these areas. Hyperscalers also require suppliers who 
can build specific variants for them, often adapted to meet local 
requirements or regulations. Individual country requirements, such 
as those concerning Construction Product Regulation (CPR) can cause 
roadblocks for hyperscale operators meaning suppliers need to be 
versatile and equipped to ease these pain points. 

26 Examining the 2018 Cost 
of the Data Breach, IBM
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Data Consumption
In the last 20 years, global IP traffic has gone from 12 petabytes per 
month to a mammoth 156,000 petabytes (156 exabytes) and doesn’t 
show signs of stopping with a prediction of 396,000 petabytes per 
month by 202227, an increase of over 150%. 

There are now 63,000 searches made per second 
on Google with the average person conducting 
3–4 searches every single day.

This translates into 3.8 million searches per minute, 228 million 
searches per hour, 5.6 billion searches per day and at least 2 trillion 
searches per year28. In 2013, Google went dark for a few minutes 
causing global Internet traffic to drop by an astounding 40%.29

27 Visual Networking Index: Forecast and 
Trends, 2017–2022, Cisco
28 63 Fascinating Google Search 
Statistics, SeoTribunal
29 Google’s Downtime Caused a 40% 
Drop in Global Traffic, GoSquared

30 Cisco Global Cloud Index: Forecast and Methodology, 2016-2021 White Paper
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Technology
The constant technological advancement is also something that 
hyperscalers are subject to and affected by. Operating out-of-date 
technology consumes more space, power and time meaning there is 
always a rolling replenishment. 

According to Moore’s Law, the number of transistors in a chip doubles 
every 18 months, thus doubling the bandwidth and processing 
capacity. While most observers believe Moore’s Law in its original 
form is coming up against physical limits, innovation in chip functional 
design and software methods continue to drive dramatic forced 
evolution of computing. This requires hyperscalers to renew their 
technology every 3 to 4 years. This means that entering the hyperscale 
market requires sizeable capital expenditure and continual investment 
in new technology. The entrance fee to compete with the big players 
in the market is astronomical and the pace of change too much for 
many. No rest for the weary; the race continues. 
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Suppliers 
The rapid growth of hyperscale data centers is dependent on the strength 
of their supply chain. From intermittent demand to the need for rapid 
technological innovation, many suppliers have serious difficulty addressing 
the needs of hyperscalers, meaning suppliers that want to be involved 
must rethink their approach to manufacturing, sales, and research 
and development.  

In relation to sales, suppliers must be able to support margin reduction 
as hyperscale is a game of economics where large-scale manufacturing 
comes hand-in-hand with cost reduction. This has often led to channel 
disintermediation where the hyperscaler, as an end-user, needs to see 
tangible value-added services from the distribution layer.
 
Hyperscalers require rapid innovation and often act in advance of industry 
standards, meaning suppliers need to act in accordance with best practice 
and thought leadership, while also working within an efficient framework 
that means innovation remains economically viable. 

For suppliers to consistently be able to support the growth of hyperscale 
operators from a manufacturing perspective, they must be equipped to 
accommodate inaccurate demand forecasts that can grow or disappear at 
a moment’s notice. This, in turn, impacts manufacturing as they need to be 
able to fulfill orders where deadlines are often tight and fixed. 

Hyperscalers won’t often change deadlines, but they will change suppliers.
Expertise and experience have never been as important as they are right 
now. Hyperscale data centers expect to receive what they need when 
they need it. They require consistent products, reliable performance, and 
a partner that understands their business and challenges, helping them 
deliver their services and create a more connected world. 





AFL Hyperscale is the first cabling and connectivity solution provider focused 
on the ever-evolving needs of data centers.

Hyperscale, colocation, and enterprise data centers are united in their pursuit 
to connect the unconnected, yet their infrastructure, performance, and 
operational challenges are totally unique.

We work collaboratively with our customers to create connectivity solutions 
tailored to their current needs and to the requirements of future networks. 
We then use our responsive, global operational capabilities and distribution 
network for fast delivery. 
 
This approach has transformed how many data centers grow worldwide and 
is built on 70 years’ combined experience in the design and manufacture of 
high-performance optical fiber networks, a global presence, and the backing 
and innovation sharing of our parent and grandparent companies, AFL and 
Fujikura, the pioneer in optical technology. AFL Hyperscale is your dependable 
partner to build a more connected world. 

AFL Hyperscale - The World, Connected.

Data Center Cabling and 
Connectivity Experts

www.aflhyperscale.com
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